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ABSTRACT 

The interaction between a recurrent point process and another point process, 

generated directly or indirectly by the former, is treated as an extension of the 

interaction of two independent recurrent processes. The model originated from, and 

is thought applicable to, the statistical analysis of nerve cell discharge patterns. 

Applications of the theory to optimization problems in other fields are considered. 

INTRODCCTIOS 

In previous papers ! 1, 21 selective interaction between two independent 

recurrent time sequences of stimuli, called excitatory and inhibitory, was 

considered. The intervals between the stimuli in each sequence were 

independent of each other and identically distributed with probabilit? 

density functions 4(t) and I/J(~), respectively. The following mode of 

interaction was operative. An inhibitory stimulus annihilated the next 

excitatory stimulus. If there were two or more inhibitory stimuli without 

an interjacent excitatory stimulus, only one subsequent excitatory 

stimulus was deleted. Every excitatory stimulus provoked a response, 

provided it had not been deleted by an immediately preceding inhibitory 
stimulus. The probability density function p(t) of the thus-transformed 
excitatory process was derived. 

The problem originated from a characteristic of certain neural discharge 

patterns, the stimuli being identified with nervous impulses. In this 
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application (among others), however, the assumption of the independence 

of the two channels is open to doubt. The present communication is 

intended as an addendum that abandons this supposition. 

For instance, it is fairly well established that inhibitory interference 

with excitation occurs in the spinal cord by a local feedback path, and 

that branches from the motor axon run back into the ventral horn, 

exciting internuncial Renshaw cells, which in turn inhibit the neighboring 

motoneurons [3]. Some authors [4, 51 have suggested that inhibitory 

action may be some form of general damping of motoneuron excitability. 

A more specific effect has been proposed by Brooks and Wilson [6], 

who compared Renshaw cell inhibition to surround inhibition found in 

sensory systems [7, 81. (Reformulated in mathematical terms, this 

concept of feedback inhibition by a response will be pursued as model II.) 

In the theory of visual and acoustical contrast-sharpening phenomena 

[9, lo] besides feedback inhibition, an alternative construction has 

been envisaged : inhibition that is fed forward, or afferent collateral 

inhibition. In this case not the response, but the incoming stimuli them- 

selves exert, via internuncials, inhibitory action upon the neurons to be 

excitated. This mode of interaction is incorporated in model I. In the 

Discussion we will touch upon possible applications to other fields. 

DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 

Let the excitatory process be a recurrent point process called the 

C$ process with probability density function 4(t) of the intervals between 

successive $ events. The 4 process triggers, in a way specified later, an 

inhibitory point process called the # process. Every # event deletes 

the next C$ event. Every undeleted 4 event is called a response or $ 

event. The probability density function p(t) of the intervals between 

successive ~5 events is required. 

In model I every 4 event, deleted or not, triggers a sequence of I/J events 

such that the interval between that 9 event and the next $ event, as well 

as the intervals between successive $ events, are independent random 

variables with the same probability density function 4(t). The sequence 

continues until the next 4 event, deleted or not, occurs; this 4 event 

in turn triggers a new sequence of I/ events. In model II only undeleted 

4 events (responses) have the described trigger effect. 



The terms Z6, Eti, and w(t) are defined by 

By way of exercise we will insert a Poisson process for the excitatory 

process. It will be noted that insertion of an exponential function for 

Z/J(~) leads to the equivalent of case A of [I]. Consequently, that case can 

be considered as a special form of model I or II. In these special applica- 

tions the solution for j(t) can be expressed in a compact form by in- 

troducing the Laplace transform method, the Laplace transform of a 

function being designated by the corresponding capital with argument 

s, for example, P(s) for p(t). From P(s) the mean interval Z and the 

standard deviation cr of the probability density function p(t) can be 

obtained by differentiation. 

To derive fi(t) we introduce the auxiliary functions e,(t) and n,(t). 

O,,(t) . dt denotes the probability that the interval between the last fi event 

and the kth $ event after that 6 event is in (t, t + dt) while that kth 

4 event is not a fi event. Thus 

1 

Since the 4 events are triggered by the 4 events, e,(t) is the k-fold convolu- 

tion of 19,(t) given by the recurrence relations 

0,)) = 

c 

8, _ * (7l)e,(t - u) dv for k>2. 

1; 

n,(t) * dt denotes the probability that the interval between two successive 

i5 events is in (t, t -+ dt) while k 4 events have occurred in between. 

Therefore, 



n,<(t) . dt is equal to the integral of the product of the probabilities that: 

(a) the interval between the last $J event and the kth $ event after 

that $ event is in (8, ZJ + dv) with 0 < v < t; 

(b) the interval between that Fzth C$ event and the next C$ event is in 

(t - V, t - ~1 $ dt); and 

(c) the interval between that kth 4 event and the next $ event is 

greater than t - 2’. 

Since the C/J events are triggered by the C#J events, it follows that 

t 

Finally, 

= O&)q,(t - v) dv. 

0 

P(t) = 2 n,(t). 
fir;0 

For $(t) = ,u exp(-- ,ut) WC have 

@l(4 = Iu exp(- $1 $@I dv 

and 

Z,,(t) = p exp(- /A) 
c 

#(a) dv. 

Taking the Laplace transform, we have 

(1)1(s) = & + &‘Y(s f p) ; 

fl&) =p(s + ,L4-1[1 - Y(s t/41. 
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Since O,(t) is the k-fold convolution of O,(l), we have e,(s) = @f(s). U’hilc 
~~~((1) is the convolution of 0,(t) and n,,(t)> it follows that 

n,<(s) = O,(s) -.17,(s) 

Elaboration yields 

We introduce the ausihary functions xk(t, t) and p,(e). ;~~(t, t) - dt - dt 

denotes the probability that the interval between the last fi event and 
the kth #S event after that fi event is in (T, T + dt) and that the interval 
between the last Jo event and the 4 event next to that kth Z,!S e\‘ent is in 
(t, t + d2). Then, 

XIV, 4 = ~(~)~(~~ for t>z 

and zero elsewhere. 

To compute xi2(t, z) for k > 2 WC note that xk(t, T) . dt - dt equals the 
sum of: 

(I) the integral of the product of the probabilities that 
(a) the interval between the last $ event and the (k - 1)th $ event 
after that fi event is in (w, w + &J) while the interval between the 
last I, event and the 4 event next to that (h - 1)th $ event 
is (21, v + dv) with 0 -C w < Y < z; 

(h) the interval between that (k - 1)th J, event and the next ~4 
event is in (r - z@,z - w +dz), and 
(c) the interval between the (b event mentioned in (a) and the 4 
event next to it is in (t - ii’, t - 0 + dt). 

(2) the integral of the product of the probabilities that 
(a) the interval between the last p event and the (k -- 1)th +!J event 
after that ;h event is in (w, w + dw) while the interval between the 



last p event and the C# event next to that (k ~- 1)th 4 event 

is in (t, t + dt) with 0 < ze! < t; and 

(b) the interval between that (k - 1)th Z,!J event and the next $ 

event is in (z - W, T - 20 -I- dt). 

It follows that 

The expression p,(t) * dt denotes the probability that the interval between 

two successive p events is in (t, t + dt) while k I/I events have occurred 

in between. Then, since the I/J events are triggered by the fi events, 

PO(t) = w * 4!. 

To compute j,(t) for k > 1, we note that flii(t) * dt equals the integral of 

the product of the probabilities that: 

(a) the interval between the last ~3 event and the kth I,!J event after that 

fi event is in (w, w + dzj) while the interval between the last $J event 

and the rj event next to that kth z,L event is in (71, v + dv) with 0 < ze, < 

21 < t; 
(b) the interval between that kth Z,!J event and the next # event is 

greater than t - w; and 

(c) the interval between the ~+5 event mentioned in (a) and the C$ e\rent 

next to it is in (t - v, t - v + dt). 

Therefore, 

Finally, 

a . 

P,(t) = II w(t - w)$(t - v)xk(v, w) dv dw. 

t>t’;-u’: 0 

PM = 5 m 
k=O 



For 4(t) = p exp(- ,ut) me have 

xl(t, 4 = Wiu exp(- A 

for t > z and zero elsewhere. 

+ 
1 

$(z - w) ““p(~t)~,~ _ , (f, w) dw. 

Ii 

While a/at \exp(@)Xl(t, T)j = 0, it follows by induction that 

i [exp(p.t)x,(t, t)l = 0 for k 3 2. 

Therefore, exp(@)Xk(t, z) is a function of z only, denoted by ;c~(T). 

We have 

I 

X,&I =p I 
T 

#(T - 74(t - 74~,<_,(74 h + 

b 
I $(t - w)xk- I(w) dw. 

ti 

Taking the Laplace transform yields 

S,(s) = /N(s), 
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Then, 

Further, 

X,(s) = /AU(s) [Y(s) -/&J(s)]” - 1. 

t 

$J,#) = 
I 

w(2 -- w)p exp(-@)(t - W)&(W) dw. 

Taking the Laplace transform gives 

P”(S) =p(s $_p)-l[l - Y(s ip)], 

~/AS) = Pu(S +iu)-‘P - Y(s +pU) + (s -tpP(s +p)]X,(s + p), 

P(s) = 2 PA(S) 
k = 0 

Elaboration yields 

Jw = As + d-l +p(s +p)-V(s +,u) 

x Wb +pu) - 11 [I - Y(s +pu) +pqs + p)l-l. 

A model based on the selccti\.e interaction between two independent 

time sequences and treated previously [I, 2] has led to a particular 

characterization of multimodal and long-tailed impulse interval distribu- 

tions of single nerve cells [ll]. The two models dealt with in the present 

paper are based on the interaction between nonindependent time se- 

quences. They were introduced as a natural extension of the former 

model. It is hoped that they, too, n-ill be of help in interpreting neuronal 

discharge patterns. The following are esamples of possible future applica- 

tions. 

The conditions in which models give rise to a more or less constant 

output frequency when the input frequency changes might be examined. 

(In other words, the arrangement of connections that stabilizes the output 



could be determined.) A\s mentioned in the Introduction, this question 

is of interest in relation to the role of the Renshaw cells in the spinal 

cord in modulating motor control. Conversely, the circumstances in which 

a steeply increasing output frequency will result upon gradually increasing 

the input frequency might be investigated. This thresholdlike property 

is related to the tendency toward analogue-binary conversion of signals 

in the nervous system as noticed by Uttley [12] and Whitfield [13]. 

In addition, with the mode of interaction just defined in mind, it is 

conceivable that there exist applications to problems in quite different 

fields. The stimuli dealt with need not be nervous impulses; they may be 

taken as unitary events in a general sense. X stream of events $ that 

are to arrive at a certain point or goal but are distorted by other events 

$I could be imagined. This distortion may represent an intentional 

obstruction or may be caused by a neutral source. As such, it recalls a 

comparison with hit and antihit problems in game theory, prey-and 

predator systems in ecology, and psychophysical rivalry situations. 1?‘e 

will only touch upon these applications and adopt the nomenclature of 

an attacker 4 and a defender 4. 

For $, l/z is a measure of success for coming through a barrier: f+/t 

equals the proportion of hits. For S/J, t is a measure for repulsing the attack. 

Given the attacker’s strategy, characterized by 4(t), one may ask which 

probability density function #(t) maximizes f, with certain constraints, 

for instance, a given Eti that measures the effort that $ is capable, or 

willing, to bring in for the defense. Vice versa, given #(t), which $(t) 

minimizes r? (again possibly for given i,) ? Model I reflects the situation 

where the defense is alert and reacts to every attack, whereas in model 

II the defense comes into action only after a hit has occurred. If, for 

a given 4(t), the two models are compared with regard to maximizing Z, 

interesting problems come to light, particularly if a delay in response 

to an attack ancl to a hit, respectively, are introduced. 

A general approach to these problems consists of optimizing the prob- 

ability density function being sought by the method of dynamic pro- 

gramming [14, 15, 161 or of approximating the required function by a 

convex linear combination of suitable positive unit area functions and 

optimizing the coefficients by a modified Lagrangian multiplier technique 

[17]. When the unknown probability density function belongs to a 

parametrized family of distributions, the parameters may be adjusted 

by the same techniques. 
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